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HashGuardians Transcendental Staking Program

The HashGuardians Transcendental Staking Program is the first NFT staking project for the
Stakernauts community. In addition to introducing the Stakernauts community to
HashGuardians and the Cardano blockchain, this program provides HashGuardians NFT
holders an exciting new cross-chain boost to their NFTs’ utility.

With this initial cross-chain collaboration, Stakernauts is launching the process of building a
community of communities while simultantiously providing additional purpose to the NFT
ownership of collaborating projects. The Transcendental Staking Program provides the
ability to stake HashGuardians NFTs and the Stakernauts’ token of choice, MetX. Through
holding a small sum of MetX along with HashGuardian NFTs, participants are able to earn
MetX staking rewards as the initiative progresses rapidly across multiple projects.

For more information about HashGuardians, passive HashCoin earnings, and our play and
earn gameplay, please join the HashGuardians Discord.

For more information about Stakernauts, MetX, and its three part utility on the Sirius Chain,
please join the Stakernauts Discord.

The following are the participation rules for staking MetX with HashGuardians NFTs:

1. To participate, one must hold a minimum of 1 HashGuardians NFT in a Cardano
wallet and a minimum of 100 MetX in a Sirius wallet account.

2. To verify HashGuardians ownership, the Cardano wallet containing the
HashGuardians NFT must be connected to the participant’s gameplay account on
the HashGuardians.io website.

3. Participants must register their Sirius wallet address with HashGuardians by
completing the Transcendental Staking Form.  The link to this form can also be
found on the HashGuarians Discord.

4. This reward scheme is offered to the first 1500 participants/accounts of this project.

https://discord.gg/hashguardians
https://t.co/9i3Xv9mGbo
https://www.hashguardians.io/
https://forms.gle/G32tXnAM2bqpq2meA
https://discord.gg/hashguardians


5. Every participant will have to use a Sirius Chain wallet which can be found here:
https://web-wallet.xpxsirius.io/

6. With the minimum of 100 MetX in the Sirius account, one can stake up to 4
HashGuardians NFTs.

7. If the participant wishes to stake more than 4 NFTs, each subsequent NFT will
require another 25 MetX in the Sirius account. For example, if one has 10 NFTs, then
one must hold at least 250 MetX in the Sirius Account to earn the maximum staking
rewards.

8. The table below shows how one can stake their NFTs with MetX and the payout
calculation based on the average MetX in the account in the month as explained in
the Participation Document.

9. The APY for this staking program is 16%, i.e., 16 MetX per annum for a minimum of
100 MetX. This minimum 100 MetX allows up to 4 NFTs to be pledged. Beyond 4
NFTs, each subsequent NFT must be paired with an additional 25 MetX staked in
order to continue enjoying 16% APY.

10. Apart from the minimum MetX to be staked, there is no minimum above 100 MetX
staked and the rewards will correspond to an additional 25 MetX required for each
additional NFT staked beyond 4 NFTs. Subsequent payout beyond 100 MetX is based
on n*25 MetX * 16% p.a., where n is the number of NFTs and is 4, and where the≥
minimum MetX of n*25 is to be present in the Sirius Account wallet.

Number of
NFTs

Number of
MetX

Rewards per
annum

1 50 0

3 100 16

4 100 16

5 100 16

https://web-wallet.xpxsirius.io/
https://files.proximax.io/pub-research/Transcendental_Stkg_Prtcptn_Doc_030822.pdf


5 125 20

8 150 24

8 200 32

8 300 32

1 1000 16

Staking & Payout Table

FAQs

1. Who are the Stakernauts?
Stakernauts are a community of like-minded blockchain and crypto enthusiasts who believe
in uniting communities across different chains to bring about greater benefits across an
integrated blockchain-agnostic universe.

2. Who founded the Stakernauts?
The Stakernauts is a community initiative of the Sirius Chain to unite communities across
different chains.

3. What is Transcendental Staking?
Transcendental Staking is an innovative staking mechanism that allows the holder of a
crypto asset (FT or NFT) to stake and earn rewards on the hosting (Sirius) chain.

4. What is Stakernauts’ objective?
Stakernauts wants to grow a guild of like-minded members across all communities so that
they can cross-participate in projects and grow this guild to become a giant community of
communities. Projects get to cross-promote to Stakernauts so that community members in
the guild will get to enjoy the first benefits of any launch.

5. How do I participate in Transcendental Staking?
In order to participate in this program, the project you hold assets in must first be qualified
as a staking partner to this program. You must also hold a minimum requisite amount of
MetX in your Sirius account throughout the staking process in order to earn your rewards.
The minimum requisite amount is based on project-to-project basis.



6. What is MetX?
The intention of the MetX coin is to power the ecosystem projects in the Sirius Chain. There
are currently three projects where MetX will be used. The first one is Xarcade, a games
marketplace and the second is MetaXar, a metaverse project. More information can be
found in the Metaverse Autonomous Economy document. Stakernauts shall be the third
project where the MetX coin is being used. MetX coins can only be obtained as new
rewards, from staking, and DeFi activities.

7. Why must a project be qualified?
Projects that are allowed to participate in this staking program are carefully selected and
curated to protect the members of the community.

8. What kind of assets do we need to stake?
In order to earn staking rewards, users must own at least 1 HashGuardians playable
character NFT. HashGuardian NFTs are available on the Cardano blockchain and can be
purchased on the secondary market.
(NFT Policy ID: b7ef0cfb14f588740d02ce8a53879ff96ab03c7b21ec1c459ac2bdda)

9. What happens once a project gets selected for Transcendental Staking?
The selected project will notify its members of this opportunity and detailed instructions of
what to do to stake will be revealed. Generally, this will cover: the staking conditions, how
to prove ownership of assets, how to download the Sirius wallet (to earn the rewards) and
other relevant information. It is also highly recommended that you join the Stakernauts
Discord channel and Twitter account so that you are kept abreast with the latest updates
and opportunities.

10. How do I acquire MetX for staking?
You can purchase MetX on Pancake Swap. Please see instructions here.

11. Is there any other way I can acquire MetX without purchasing it?
Yes! Participate in HashGuardians-Stakernaut activities and have a chance to win MetX.

12. Do I need a separate wallet for MetX?
Yes, you may download the wallet here.

13. I need help! Who can I ask?
You can get help on our Stakernauts Discord channel.

https://files.proximax.io/xarcade/Metaverse_Autonomous_Economy_20211230.pdf
https://www.jpg.store/collection/hashguardians?tab=items
https://www.proximax.io/en/xpx
https://www.proximax.io/en/wallet
https://t.co/9i3Xv9mGbo


14. How often will rewards be paid out?
Rewards will be paid out every month and are calculated on the average holdings of the
MetX staked along with the number of NFTs owned. Please refer to the participation
document on how this is being calculated. HashGuardians NFT ownership will be based on
the HashGuardians.io account wallet snapshot that takes place on the last day of each
month.

15. What is the APY?
The APY is expected to be around 16% on the MetX staked, depending on the project.

16. What happens if I sell my Hashguardian NFT?
Once you are no longer the owner of the requisite NFT that is being staked, the staking
ceases with immediate effect. The new owner of the HashGuardians NFT now has the right
to stake that as part of the Transcendental Staking Program.


